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Ecotourism
3 days / 2 nights
Starts and ends in Santa Cruz
(orCochabamba)
Spanish-speaking
Easy
Regular

DAY 1 SANTA CRUZ – VILLA AMBORÓ
Depart in the morning from the Santa Cruz city, headed to the town of Buena Vista (2h) where
we make a short stop for a coffee tasting. We will return to the journey to the Rio Surutú to
the hostel Villa Amboró Community. We accommodate and rest a while before
be
lunch. In the
afternoon, a walk in the “Sendero Maravilla”, this path shows the different forest species that
allow interpretation of the nature of a rainforest; you can see the traces of different species of
mammals, hear the birds singing and observ
observe
e the variety of butterfly species that inhabit the
place. Return to the lodge for dinner and overnight.

DAY 2 VILLA AMBORÓ

INCLUDES:
 Transportation
 Hosting
 Meals
 Guided Activities
 Tickets
to
the
attractions
NOT INCLUDED:
 Souvenirs
 Alcoholic beverages
 Tips
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After breakfast we will walk the path Tatucitos, with 1,400 mts. away, we can identify more
than 80 species of trees properly marked with their scientific
scientif and common names for easy
interpretation, and a large variety of orchids that adorn the path with their colors and sizes.
Hopefully you will see some species of small mammals that inhabit the area, although these
are characterized as evasive and avoid the
the presence of man so that traces of them can be
spotted during the ride Tatucitos and give you an idea of the diversity there mammal. We can
take a refreshing dip in its two pools with views on an impressive waterfall of 50 meters high
from which falls a beautiful stream of water increasing the natural beauty of the place.

DAY 3 VILLA AMBORÓ – SANTA CRUZ
We will make our final tour of the trails close to the lodge and depart for the town of Buena
Vista, after lunch we will find the vehicle that will take us back to the city of Santa Cruz and
Cochabamba.

ADVICE: Bring light clothing and long sleeves, insect repellent and a small backpack for
your personal belongings

